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Heavy vehicle workshops return!

EP grower impressed with heavy
vehicle workshops
Cowell producer Robert Norris attended one of the
workshops on the Eyre Peninsula last year as he was curious
to know whether his Volvo N12 prime mover would comply
under the criteria of the Heavy Vehicle Inspection Manual.
“We attended the theory workshop at Cowell in March and,
following that, we volunteered to take our truck to the
practical workshop at Quinn Transport, Cleve,” Robert said.
“That workshop was really useful for us. It helped us
identify what to look for when doing maintenance and
what the problems were with the truck.

There are still places available for GPSA’s latest
round of Roadworthy Heavy Vehicles… Made Easy!
workshops in March!
Theory and practical workshops provide attendees with
industry specific information regarding the NHVR Heavy
Vehicle Inspection Manual, with a focus on road safety,
compliance and maintenance responsibilities.
In addition, all theory workshop participants have the
opportunity to take part in a heavy vehicle check to
receive valuable hints and tips.
Register for a workshop location below:

Wirrulla, 2 March

Jamestown, 12 March

Cummins, 3 March

Murray Bridge, 16 March

Cleve, 4 March

Keith, 17 March

Wallaroo, 11 March

Bordertown, 18 March

Register at www.tinyurl.com/GPSA-RHV

Burning stubble? Check the Broadacre
Burning Code of Practice
With vintage underway, GPSA is calling on growers
looking to burn crop stubble to adhere to the
Broadacre Burning Code of Practice.
The Code outlines a range of practices that should be
undertaken prior to broadacre stubble burning in order to
reduce the chance of a stubble burning operation becoming
uncontrollable.
Growers must apply for a permit for private land burn-offs
during the fire danger season, which allows the local council to
communicate all scheduled burn-offs to relevant stakeholders.
Those planning a stubble burn outside of the fire danger season
must check with neighbouring grape growers to see if they have
any grapes for harvest that could be affected by smoke from
the burn.

“We knew we had to do some work on the bushes and
brake linings on the trailer, which we had planned to do as
part of our general maintenance anyway, but from the free
inspection at the workshop we found out we really only
needed to replace the windscreen washer fluid reservoir
and a cracked headlight.”
Despite its age, Robert said his truck is still holding up well
from a compliance perspective.
“If you do regular maintenance on the important things
such as brakes, steering and tyres – which is what everyone
should be doing anyway, regardless of whether the truck
is old or new – then you won’t run into too many issues,” he
said.
Robert said he would recommend other producers attend
the Roadworthy Heavy Vehicles … Made Easy! workshops in
2021.
“Whether you only have a basic understanding or a good
understanding, the presenters at the workshops are great
at explaining all the requirements under Heavy Vehicle
National Law and addressing any questions we farmers
might have about roadworthiness,” he said.
Among other things, the Code also requires:
• That burning not take place when the GFDI exceeds 20.
• That no burning takes place on a total fire ban day, except
where a permit has been issued under the Fire and Emergency
Services Act 2005.
• That burning not take place where the weather the day after
the proposed burn is unfavourable.
• That a four-metre fuel break be established.
• That adequate firefighting resources be readily available when
conducting a burn, including Farm Fire Units.
• That neighbours be notified before a burn is to take place.
• That operators have immediate access to a UHF radio or
mobile phone.
Find out more at www.tinyurl.com/BurningCodePractice

FREE trade and market access
resources available now!
Growers across SA have enhanced their understanding of trade
and market access barriers, requirements, and diversification
opportunities at GPSA’s trade and market access workshops this
month.
Facilitated by biosecurity consultant Will Zacharin, the Market Ready
workshop explored on-farm grain hygiene practices and specifically
grower’s obligations under the Grain Industry Market Access Forum’s
Industry Management Plan.
A highlight of the Market Ready workshop was hearing local
perspectives on best practice pest management at each location,
featuring guest speakers Bruce Morgan, Nathan Phasey, Matt Howell
and Bruce McLean.
GPSA has collated best practice pest management resources
on the Market Ready website page, accessible now via
www.bit.ly/GPSA-Market-Ready
The Beyond the Silo workshop featured guest speaker Andrew
Whitelaw, Thomas Elder Markets, and engaged attendees with
world market dynamics and global grain outlooks, including on-farm
diversification strategies to target emerging markets.
As a component of the Beyond the Silo project, GPSA has developed
a series of FREE trade and market access resources for growers.
Ths includes the Beyond the Silo podcast with Drew Radford and
Jonathan Wilson. The latest resource is a collaborative revision of
Grain Trade Australia’s ‘A guide to selling grain using grain contracts’,
now available for download on the Beyond the Silo website page via
www.bit.ly/GPSA-BTS

Diesel particulate filters update
GPSA is working closely with the National Farmers’
Federation (NFF) to advocate at a national level
for the amendment of the Australian Design Rules
(ADRs) to reflect the potential fire hazard posed by
diesel particulate filters (DPFs).
DPFs are a cause of concern due to the significant
fire ignition risk they pose on Australian farms.
Specifically, GPSA is responding to the worrying
trend of fires on Australian farms being attributed
to certain models of light diesel vehicles fitted with
DPFs, an issue strongly championed by former GPSA
Director Peter Cousins.
GPSA and NFF recognise that these fires are not
caused by DPFs exclusively, but rather by design
issues which result in long grass or stubble being
captured in close proximity to hot components,
including the DPF.
However, the urgent need for reform and increased
awareness surrounding DPFs stems from two
critical facts. Firstly, that certain models of light
diesel vehicles fitted with DPFs pose a fire hazard
when used on-farm; and secondly that safe models
cannot be distinguished from unsafe models until
after a trend of fires has emerged.
GPSA strongly supports the need to amend the ADRs
to highlight the fire hazard associated with DPFs to
the purchaser at the point of retail sale.

Market Ready is an initiative of the South Australian Grain Market
Access Group. It is delivered by Grain Producers SA with the support
of the Federal Government’s Agricultural Trade and Market Access
Cooperation Program.

GPSA, through the NFF, has taken this issue to
Deputy Prime Minister and Federal Minister for
Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Development
Michael McCormack MP.

Beyond the Silo is proudly supported by the SA Government, Regional
Growth Fund, and delivered in partnership with Grain Trade Australia.

GPSA will continue to keep growers informed of
progress on this issue.

Resources avaliable to assist growers to
‘Hit Your Target’ when summer spraying
GPSA reminds growers to continue to adopt best practice
strategies and equipment to minimise spray drift and off-target
damage during pre-seeding spraying.
GPSA’s ‘Hit Your Target’ web page has a number of resources for
growers and conveys best practice information to reduce the
likelihood of spray drift and off target damage.
DO NOT spray during inversion conditions. Planning before any
spraying operation is critical to avoiding spray drift, including
choosing products carefully, selecting the correct droplet size and
avoiding inversion conditions.
More information on how to ‘Hit Your Target’ is available at www.
tinyurl.com/GPSA-HYT21
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